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Abstract

We present a technique to track moving object in a video
sequences created by still camera. Contours of each frame
is detected using EDContours. Background model obtained
with three point estimation technique is created from con-
tour maps of video sequence. Differences between contour
map of current frame and background model is our target
frame. Post-processing operations are applied to the tar-
get frame to reduce noises and moving objects are revealed.
Last, objects are inclosed with bounding box. Performance
of our work is determined using with bounding boxes, con-
sidered as trackers.

1. Introduction

Object tracking is fundamental and challenging area in
computer vision. Surveillance systems are largely about track-
ing and detection of objects. Security requirements in traffic,
border land, building guarding and many situation, visual track-
ing and detection are the fundamental bases of these systems.
Noise in frames, complex object motions, scene illumination
changes, and real-time system requirements make it challeng-
ing in object detection and tracking [1]. Numerous approaches
have been developed in tracking area. Object tracking meth-
ods range due to the object presentation. Broida and Chellappa
[2] have employed Kalman filter to track points. Kernel-based
object tracking in [3] presents the tracker, which uses mean
shift method, dealing with object histogram. Contour evolution
method is introduced in [4] handling with edges within the im-
age and Chen et al. [5] have proposed real-time contour track-
ing. Spatiatemporal moving object detection is also a technique
to track moving object as seen in work of Chakraborty et al. [6].

In this paper, we have described a technique to track mov-
ing object with bounding boxes in video sequences. Video se-
quences are obtained from still cameras, so frames don’t have
any camera motions. We have applied our tests on Walk3,
Browse1, and WalkByShop1front from CAVIAR dataset [7].
Moving object contours can be described as boundary of ob-
jects. We have proposed our overall technique in section 2.
Contours of frames are one of the fundamental step and ED-
Contours [8] is explained in section 2.1. Three point estima-
tion technique [9] is applied to create background model in sec-
tion 2.2. Section 2.3 target frame including moving objects are
yielded from differences between model and contour map of
current frame. Some post processing techniques are applied to
the target frame and bounding box trackers are constructed in
section 2.4. Evaluation results are presented in section 3.

2. Proposed method
Several approaches have been developed in object tracking

and detection area. Such as Mixture of Gaussians, Eigenback-
ground, Mean-shift etc. for detections and Kalman filter, State
space models, Hough transform etc. for tracking are catego-
rized at survey of Yilmaz et al. [1]. Proposed method is under
contour evolution category of silhouette tracking.

2.1. Contour map: EDContours

EDContours [8] is fast, parameter-free contour detector.
The contour detector works on Edge Drawing Parameter Free
(EDPF) [10] at different scale-space representation of an image.
EDContours combines results of EDPF with different sigma
values. Performance of this detector is very satisfactory since
F-measure score of this detector is 0.62.

Detecting contours is the first step in our technique. Con-
tours of both frames used in background model and current
frame are yielded from EDContours. These contour maps are
gray-scale images.

Figure 1 shows contour map of frame 280 from Walk3 se-
quence from CAVIAR [7]. Boundaries in the frame with walk-
ing man in scene are clearly detected this detector.

2.2. Background model

Three point approximation [9] is used to estimate param-
eters for next situation. Using PERT (Program Evaluation
and Review Technique) formula and three point approximation,
mean and variance calculations are present at [9]. Chakraborty
et al. [6] have applied this technique to construct background
model for temporal segmentation. We have also applied this
method for the same purpose. To construct background model,
optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic values for each pixel
should be calculated with following equations respectively us-
ing motionless N(chosen as 10) frames (f1, f1, ..., fN ). Also,
we have applied threshold to all contour maps for eliminating
low intensity values. The threshold value have been chosen as
30.

a = max(f1, f2, ..., fN ) (1)

b = median(f1, f2, ..., fN ) (2)

c = min(f1, f2, ..., fN ) (3)

According to a, b, and c background model and standard
deviation are calculated using the formula below.

f̂b =
a+ 4b+ c

6
(4)

σ̂b =
a− c
6

(5)
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Figure 1. (a) original frame no. 280 from Walk3 and (b) EDContours of Fig.1(a)

Figure 2. Background model from first 10 Walk3 sequence
frames after Gaussian blur

In Eq. (4), f̂b denotes our background model. When back-
ground model is constructed from N contour map, it is possible
that fragmentation may occur between contours. To prevent this
situation, we applied Gaussian blur to background model. Fig-
ure 2 is a background model constructed with first 10 frame
from Walk3 sequence.

2.3. Target frame using frame differences

Absolute differences between current frame and model is
the basic method to detect foreground object. This gives us
changed pixel between two frames. Thus, pixels are classified
as foreground or background with respect to difference. We
have employed this method to obtain changing pixels between
current contour map and background model.

|f − f̂b| > Eσ̂b (6)

In Eq. (6), if absolute differences of the pixel between cur-
rent contour map and background model is greater than E (cho-
sen as 19) times standard deviation of the pixel calculated in
Eq. (5), this pixel is assigned as target pixel namely foreground
pixel. Otherwise it is background pixel. Result of frame differ-
ences for frame no.180 from Walk3 is seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Contour map differences between background model
(Fig. 2) and frame no. 180 from Walk3 sequence

2.4. Tracking

As seen in Figure 3, the image has undesired white pix-
els. These noises can be eliminated with various methods. We
have employed median filter and morphological opening meth-
ods respectively. Applying median filter with size of 3x3 to the
image, small white noises are eliminated but not at all. After
median filter, we have also applied morphological opening (Eq.
(7)) which is combination of an erosion followed by dilation.
The opening method removes noisy pixels from binary images.
Figure 4 displays target frame after post processing techniques.

B ◦ S = (B 	 S)⊕ S (7)

So far, we have summarized steps for moving object de-
tection. We have also need to determine their bounding boxes
for tracking. OpenCV library has been employed to construct
bounding boxes. Some frames may also contain noises (Fig.
5) and they need not be tracked. We have extracted sets of
points of detected objects within target frames using OpenCV’s
findContours method. We have reimplemented line fit param-
eters in [11] for set of points using width W and height H as

n >
−4log(

√
WxH)

log(p)
, where p=0.125. The set of points have
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(a) Applying median filter to
Fig. 3

(b) Morphological
opening to Fig. 4(a)

Figure 4. Post processing operations

been discarded if set size is less than n. Applying this formula,
small size of detected object wouldn’t be tracked. Then, bound-
ing box of each set have determined with OpenCV’s bound-
ingRect method. Intersected and nearest boxes are merged to
cover entire detected object as possible.

Figure 5. Noises in frame no.1216 from Walk3

3. Experimental Results
In this section, we have evaluated tracker performance. We

have run our technique on still cameras, so frames don’t have
any camera motions. We have applied our tests on Walk3,
Browse1, and WalkByShop1front from CAVIAR dataset [7].
Sample datasets used in experiment contain 2086 frames and
1734 boxes, which each one belongs to only one frame accord-
ing to [12]. We have tracked walking motion within the frames.
We have calculated Tracker Detection (TRDR) Rate and False
Alarm Rate (FAR) just as in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 respectively. If the
bounding boxes of the targets Aobs and Atruth overlap at least
T = 50%, this is denoted as correct match as in Eq. 10.

TRDR =
TP

TotalGroundtruth
(8)

FAR =
FP

TP + FP
(9)

Aobs

⋂
Atruth

Aobs

⋃
Atruth

> T (10)

Results in table 1 present TRDR and FAR values of each
dataset and overall dataset with 50% threshold value. TP and FP
are counted as 1048 and 681 respectively and total ground truth

Table 1. TRDR and FAR results of datasets Walk3, Browse1,
and WalkByShop1front from CAVIAR with T=50%

TP FP TRDR FAR
Browse1 223 115 0.61 0.34

WalkByShop1front 232 136 0.63 0.37
Walk3 593 430 0.60 0.42

Overall Dataset 1048 681 0.60 0.39

Figure 6. TRDR and FAR respect to overlap

of these three dataset is 1734. Due to the these values, TRDR
and FAR are calculated as 0.60 and 0.39 with 50% overlap.
Also, Figure 6 displays TRDR and FAR respectively with dif-
ferent threshold values. FAR begins with 0.15 value and TRDR
begins with 0.85 value when overlap threshold equals to 0. The
intersection of TRDR and FAR has the overlap threshold value
between 0.6 and 0.7. After 0.7 overlap value, increase of slopes
of both TRDR and FAR are seen clearly in the Fig. 6. Tracker
results on several frames are displayed in Fig. 7.

4. Conclusion and Feature Works

In this paper, we have employed EDContours with three
point approximation to track moving object using the dataset
which is yielded from still camera. We have tracked single
walking motions from the dataset. We have used background
subtraction for moving object detection. Morphological open-
ing and median filtering are utilized to reduce image noise.
All experiments are carried out with OpenCV. We have evalu-
ated our method respect to TRDR and FAR. Our method has
been run with Walk3, Browse1, and WalkByShop1front from
CAVIAR dataset. We have solely applied EDContours for
tracking.

Remember that EDContours is robust contour detector, it
can be used with different segmentation algorithms to gener-
ate robust tracker. Trackers with contours can handle various
object shapes. Using with texture, it can be employed for fore-
ground subtraction. Since contours have ability for handling
various shapes, it can also performed supervised learning for
object recognition.
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Figure 7. a frame no.800, b frame no.1615, c frame no.280 Browse1, WalkByShop1front, Walk3 CAVIAR dataset respectively. Green
box is ground truth and red one is detected.
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